NAME
Abiqua Drinking Gourd

location
Back minfl bed

ct

Allan P McConnell

Back deck bed

Antioch

Back Deck Bed

1 Cynthia Tompkins/Hofer/Ruh 1979 Light
green mottling with wide edges of
creamy white. Lavender flowers.
Winner of American Hosta Society
Eunice Fisher Award and Alex J.
Summer distinguished Merit Award
1984. Medium Large

August Moon

Back hm bed

1 Medium-Large, dense unsymmetrical
mound, chartreuse, large bell shaped
soft lavendar to white flowers,
vigorous, fast growing

Autumn Frost

Back deck bed

1 Autumn Frost' is a sport of 'First Frost,'
the 2010 Hosta of the Year. 'First Frost,'
in turn, is descended from the classic
'Halcyon,' the blue-leaved Hosta by
which all others are judged. Such
lineage presages great things, and
'Autumn Frost' does not disappoint,
with thick, substantial pointed leaves
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Description
1 Hosta 'Abiqua Drinking Gourd' - Medium.
Heavily puckered blue foliage.
Lavender flowers. Tokudama' x
sieboldiana. Hosta of the year 2004 .
1 Small, Matte green leaves with a
narrow, pure white margin.Lavendar
Flowers

Blue Angel

Back deck bed

1 Very Large. A huge blue hostas at
maturity, with heart-shaped leaves, not
puckered but nicely veined.
Approximately 36" high x 60" Wide.
White flowers. 'Aden 365' x 'Aden 361'

Blue hawaii

Pot garden

1

Blue Ivory

Pot garden

1

Blue Mouse Ears

back Minfl bed

1 Small round, sort of heart shaped blue
leaves of very heavy texture.

Blueberry muffin

Back minfl bed

Brother Stefan

back deck bed

1 Medlrg is semi-upright little blue
number features excellent long-lasting
blue color, red-speckled petioles, and
interesting lunar-landscape leaf
surfaces. It grows steadily but not
extremely fast, and shows good heat
and sun tolerance. Flowers are small
and numerous with plenty of seed set
in little rounded pods. The leaves are
5x7 inches and the plant is 24 inches
tall and may reach 30 inches wide.
1 Maple leaf variegation pattern with
heavy rugosity, moderate growth rate.
Good variegation pattern.'King Tut' x (x
'Mildred Seaver')
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Very vigorous blue hosta with
an upright habit…can reach
30" tall. Leaves are nicely
corrugated, but flat, and hold
their color
showy
newwell
sportthroughout
of the everthe
popular 'Halcyon'. This
beautiful hosta with thick
foliage displays a wide,
creamy white margin and blue
center in spring.

Captain Kirk

back hm bed. Behind
peter john

1 Gold standard sport Sport of 'Gold
Standard' with very wide margins;
distinctly different from mother plant
and 'Striptease' (another 'Gold Standard'
sport); from Kirk Brill of Des Moines,
Iowa.

Crested Surf

back ht bed

1 "neat splash" selfed Light green with
variable creamy white margin. Marginal
undulation and variegation extend
down the base of the petiole. A great
edger. August sees dark purple flowers.
Narrow, light green leaves with variable
creamy white margins. Undulating
edges.
Lavender flowers in August on 12"
scapes.

Dancing Queen

Back ht bed

El Capitan

Back ht bed

1 Wonderful introduction from Kent
Terpening, large yellow hosta with an
exceptional pie-crusted edge. H.
'Dancing Queen' starts out a bright
yellow and maintains good color and
then turns a very pale yellow late in
season. Topped
with
pale lavender
1 the
El Capitan'
is a 1987
Lachman
hosta.

Elegans

Front island bed

The dimensions are 40x26" with 48"
flower scapes. The leaf is dark
green with with an irregular wide
cream to yellow-chartreuse margin.
leaf is
rounded,
heavily
rugose,
ML Origin
china
Pure white,
extremely
1 The

Empress Wu

Front island bed

large (6"), fragrant flowers, coupled
with large glossy green leaves makes an
outstanding show in August. Sometimes
called August Lily. A native of central
China. Bright clean light green leaves.
Heart shaped, shiny, waxy and glossy.
Large, 5" long, white trumpet shaped
flowers. Very fragrant. Plant in some
2 This impressive giant hosta was named
in honor of the only lady emperor of
China. A stunning garden specimen
that is one of the most sought after
hostas this year. Hybrid of H. Big John
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Feather Boa

Back hm bed next to
Queen of the seas

First Frost

back Ht bed

Fragrant Bouquet

Pot garden

1 Medium. Apple green heart-shaped
leaves with a wide, irregular yellow to
cream margin. Not only is this a great
hosta, it has given rise to numerous
sports that are great hostas in
themselves; 'Guacamole', 'Stained
Glass', 'Sweet Innocence', etc. All have
great color, great form, and large,
beautiful fragrant flowers.

Francee

Back ht bed

1 Medium. Dark green leaves with a neat,
narrow white edge. Approximately 15"
high x 30" wide. Lavender flowers.

Frances Williams

front island bed

1 This sport of H. sieboldiana 'Elegans'
was registered in 1986 by Williams and
was #1 on the American Hosta Society
Popularity Poll for over 10 years. It has
giant blue-green leaves with yellowish
green margins. The foliage mound can
reach to 36x48" in 7 years. The leaves
are sturdy and rugose. The scapes as
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1 6" tall plant with yellow, wavy, lance
shaped leaves.
Purple striped flowers on 14" scapes.
Very vigorous, small, narrow, bright
yellow leaves.
Bright yellow, narrow and wavy leaves
make tight and neat mound; purple
flwrs.
Narrow, wavy-edged yellow leaves.
Makes a low, tight mound and
multiplies quickly. Excellent for the
rock garden.
Purple
flowers.sport
2010 Hosta
of the Year!
Margined
1 shady
of 'Halcyon' from Patricia Scolnik of
North Carolina; foliage colors change
from a combination of blue (center)
with gold (margin) to dark green &
creamy white; good grower in
containers and in the garden.

Frozen Margarita

Front island bed

1 Large shiny gold leaves with a pure
white margin; light lavender very
fragrant flowers in August. 'Fried
Bananas' sport without wax.

Fruit punch

Pot garden

1

Great Expectations

back deck bed

1

Guacamole

Pot garden

Watermelon petioles hold
vibrant lemon-yellow leaves
edged in blackberry for Spring
foliage. In time, changes bring
sieboldiana
'Elegans'
sportgood
or hybrid
wavy kiwi
colored,

Alex J. Summers Distinguished Merit
Hosta 1992.
20" tall. Part Sun to Light Shade.
50-90% shade.
Absolutely gorgeous plant. Chartreuse
1 center turns creamy white.

A wonderful sport of 'Fragrant
Bouquet', its golden leaves are
edged in soft green. Prefers
some sun. Large fragrant
flowers of lavender.
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Gypsy Rose

Back deck bed

1 Small to medium. Dark green leaves
with a creamy white center and a
distinct white line between the leaf
margin and center. Approximately 16"
high x 30" wide. Lavender flowers.
Sport of Striptease

Halcyon

back deck bed

1 One of the bluest cultivars. Very neat,
somewhat horizontal habit. Pale
lavender flowers in mid July. 1991
Midwest Blue Award. Medium size,
deep, chalky blue, beauty.

Humpback Whale

Front island bed

Illicit Affair

back Minfl bed

1 The inimitable Mildred Seaver's
remarkable 'Humpback Whale' is one of
New England's legendary plants. For
years and years it was never seen
anywhere and was becoming something
of a myth. Then Charlie Seaver showed
atSmall.
the 2006
AHS of
National
Convention
Very
A sport
‘Cheatin
Heart’
1 up
with small, heart-shaped leaves, green
with a gold margin. Leaves are larger
than those of 'Cheatin Heart'. The plant
emerges all gold, and the green center
takes quite a while to develop.

June

back deck bed

1 Medium. A gold centered form of
‘Halcyon’. The leaves are a rich,
powdery gold, with a narrow blue edge.
Approximately 15" high x 30" wide. Pale
lavender flowers.
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Kinba

Back minfl bed

1 pycnophylla x pycnophylla. Leaves
have a brilliant yellow spring color and
bright, cherry petioles.

Komodo Dragon

Front Island bed

Krossa Regal

Front island bed

1 Donahue Piecrust' seedling, Extra
Large, 30" tall. Light Shade.
Giant 7' side mound of long pointed
dark green foliage. White flowers in
1 Elegant upright frosty blue leaves.
Flower stalks reach 7 feet. Fantastic!
Mid-July welcomes the medium
lavender flowers.

Lakeside Symphony

Front island bed

1 Hosta 'Lakeside Symphony' is a sport

from 'Piedmont Gold'. It emerges
lime color but develops a light
yellow center surrounded by an old
gold color which are both bordered
in lime. It was registered in 1988.
The leaves are cordate with a
twisted tip. It is rugose. Medium to
Large
sport of Sagae, It is a sport of H. 'Sagae'

Liberty

Back ht bed

1

Loyalist

Pot garden

Maui Buttercups

Back hm bed

Loyalist', a sport of
'Patriot',
is abymedium-sized
Williams
August Moon small
1 frances

and features a golden border that is
triple the normal width! This huge gold
margin is so wide that there is very
little green visible in the centre of the
1 leaf. A medium to large (39" high)

yellow leaves medium violet flowers
small
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Mildred seaver

Back minfl bed

1

Moonlight Sonata

Front Island Bed

1 This large plant comes to us from

. Lavender flowers.
Green center with creamy
border, crinkled and wide.
Lovely! Pale lavender flowers.
Makes a medium sized
mound. Leaves are green with
thick white margins. Pale
lavendar flowers.

Greg Johnson. The leaves are blue
and rippled. They are held outward
and are accented by deeply
impressed veins. The flowers are
fragrant. 'Invincible' x 'Northern
Halo' Medium to large
Niagara Falls

Back ht bed

1 montana f. macrophylla x 'Sea Drift' .
Very large. Grey green turning to shiny
dark green. Upright and arching.
Impressed veins and pie crusted edges.

Night Before Christmas

Back hm bed

1 18" tall. Part Sun to Light Shade. A
'Fortunei Albopicta' type.
Green leaves with a bold white center.
A spectacular plant. June brings
lavender flowers. Bold white center
with a medium green edge. A sport of
H. 'White Christmas'.
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Pacific Blue Edger

Side entry bed

1 Small. Excellent substance, forms
pinwheel mounds. Sport of Gold Edger

Paradigm

front window bed

Patriot

back ht bed

1 Abiqua Recluse' sport 20" tall. Light
Shade.
A large, beautiful gold, blue margins.
One of our picks for the hall of fame.
This new introduction from the wild
guys at Walden West is truly superb!
sportAof
H. 'Abiqua
Recluse'
(H.
Medium.
sport
of 'Francee',
dark
1 This
green leaves with a wide, irregular
creamy white margin. Approximately
18" high x 36" wide. Lavender flowers.

Paul's Glory

Front window bed

Penny Lane

back Minfl bed

Pilgrim

back ht bed

1 Yellow center turns white to whitishgreen, with blue/green margin.
Lavender flowers in June. 1999 Hosta
Of The Year. Yellow with a blue edge,
the yellow fading to white in the
summer. Variegated. White flowers. A
spectacular
gold trimmed
in blue.
2013 Bridgewood
Gardens
1 A
introduction with green heart-shaped
leaves with a wide, wavy, upturned
yellow margin that turns white in
summer.

2 Small. A very cute little hosta with
gray-green, heart-shaped leaves with a
wide margin, changing from gold in the
spring to creamy white in the summer.
1 This sport of H.'Pineapple Poll' is a
medium clump of long lance-shaped
leaves and has the same variegation
type as H. 'Paul's Glory' with the leaf
emerging blue-green and then the leaf
center becoming gold (and then white
in more heat and light) as the season
progresses. Leaves are ruffled and have

Pineapple Upside Down Cake back ht bed
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Prairie Moon

Back hm bed

1 bright yellow leaves lavender bell
shaped flowers Medium

Praying Hands

Pot garden

1 Hosta of the Year for 2011 (HOTY).
One of the weirdest introductions to
come along: extremely elongated dark
green leaves have a waxy sheen and a
very thin yellow rippled border. They
are folded and wavy, giving a twisted
appearance and look like no other
hosta leaf. Light lavender flowers will
appear midsummer.

Purple Rain

back ht bed

1 Medium. Blue leaves, ovate with
sharply pointed tips, slightly cupped,
with rippled edges. Leaf petioles are
purple spotted. Approximately 12" high
x 35" wide. Pale lavender flowers

Queen of the seas

Back hm bed

Red October

back hm bed

1 Hosta 'Queen of the Seas' made
everyone at the 1997 American Hosta
Society convention drool with envy as it
took Best in Show honors. Finally, one
of Mildred Seaver's most sought-after
gems hasf.made
hypoglauca
its debut
x 'Harvest
into
1 longipes
Delight' Red stems, white back. Medium
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Sagae

Front island bed

Satisfaction

Back ht bed

Shiny Penny

back Minfl bed

So Sweet

Back hm bed

Spritzer

back deck bed

Squash casserole

Back ht bed

4 very large, Of cultivated origin, it was
discovered near the town of Sagae in
northern Honshu.
Was a legend in Japan long before it
reached the West. One of the best
hostas.
The name is pronunced: suh-ga-eh
1 This sport of the classic H. 'Piedmont
Gold' has a large, dark green pointed
leaf, surrounded by a wide, wavy,
brilliant golden band that covers nearly
1/3 of the leaf
1 Very small. Forms a tight mound of
bright gold, ovate leaves with wavy
edges, changing to light green in the
summer. Very vigorous. 'Lemon Lime' x
'Shining Tot'
1 Fragrant Bouquet' x 'Aden 462'. Glossy
green leaves with wide cream edges.
White flowers are fragrant. A beautiful,
prolific plant. Hosta of the Year for
1996.

1 Aden 349' x 'Green Fountain' Cream
center with two. tone green margin.
Cascading habit. Flowers in August.
Plant is upright and leaves arch
outward and downward. Yellow and
white center with a green margin.
1 Flowers are purple tinged white. Pest

15" tall. Part Sun to Shade.
(syn: H. 90-152 H. 'Hirao Tet'
x H. 'August Moon')
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Stained Glass

Front island bed

1

Sport of guacamole hoy 2004 (Mature Size: 15"T x 32"W) American Hosta Growers Hosta
of the Year 2006,
Wonderful sport of the beloved 'Guacamole' hosta that differs in that it has a much
brighter gold center.
Nice yellow leaves have a dark green margin that accentuate the yellow center.
Prominent veins throughout the leaf give this hosta a stained glass window effect.
Hosta 'Stained Glass' tolerates the sun very well. We grow this hosta in full sun here in
NH and it never burns. Good fertile soil and adequate moisture are needed if growing in
full sun.
Outstanding hosta to use around a porch for the attractive foliage and the wonderfully
scented flowers that appear in late summer.
Fragrant pale lavender flowers late summer.
(H. Hansen 1999)

Striptease

back ht bed

Sum and Substance

Pot garden

Sun Power

back hm bed

Surfer Girl

Back minfl bed

Touch of Class

back hm bed

Vulcan

back minfl bed

1 Dark green leaves with a narrow
chartreuse center with traces of white.
Pale lavender flowers in July.
Chartreuse with dark green margin. A
distinct white line runs between the
center and the border. Satiny heart
shaped leaves. Lavender flowers in late
July.
1 EXTRA LARGE. 20" tall. Part Sun to Light
Shade. AGM.
1990 Alex J. Summers Distinguished
Merit Award (Jim Cooper). It has
extremely large shiny gold leaves. Very
heavy substance. Pale lavender flowers
in early July.
Glossy chartreuse - more gold in more
sun. White underside. Leaves can reach
20" long and 15" wide. Pest resistant.
White flowers. A truly impressive clump
at maturity.
1 Brilliant yellow. Large marginal
undulations. Holds color well and takes
sun. Light lavender flowers in
July. 1995 Tony Welsbacher Award.
Medium large
1 With huge leaves and unusual
variegation being all the rage in the
hosta world today, here I am
introducing a new green miniature.
Small.
1 This has a really heavy leaf. It feels
thick. It has an outstanding chartreuse
color, blue and chartreuse, very
striking. "June" sport.
1 Hans Hansen/Shady Oaks 2007 This
sport of 'Captain Kirk' has creamy-white
leaves with dark green margins.
Golden-yellow streaks occur along the
interior margins where the white and
green overlap. 'Vulcan' has a vigorous
growth rate for a white-centered hosta.
Pale lavender flowers bloom in mid to
late summer.
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White feather

back deck bed

Wolverine

back Minfl bed

Yankee Blue

back Minfl bed

1 his is an introduction from an other
good friend Gerard Heemskerk in
Holland. This is a sport of 'Undulata
Mediovariegata' as we call it. When the
leaves appear they are totally white.
Later they get green streaks so they
can grow on. All tough there are a few
similar types around this one was
introduced already 10 years ago. It is a
good grower for a white one and takes
a lot of sun here in Holland. It is not
like Hosta 'White Trouble' an other
'Undulata' sport but will grow. The
flowers are lavender.
1 Small, 'Splash F5 seedling' x 'Dorset
Blue', lavendar flowers, 15" tall. Light
Shade.

1 From Bob Balitewicz. A 'Blue Arrow' X
nigrescens 'Elatior' cross. It forms a
large blue clump about 5' in time and is
fast growing. Leaves are 10" x 6". Looks
72
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Vendor
Gales

hybridizer
Walden West 1989

Puritas nursery

Allan McConnell/
Mildred Seaver 1980

Bridgewood

Cynthia Tompkins/
Hofer/Ruh 1979

Bridgewood

langfelder &
Summers&Ruh 1996

bird song gardens

Hans Hansen
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Bridgewood Gardens

Paul Aden 1986

New hampshire Hostas

Olga Petryszyn 1999

New hampshire hostad

Bill Meyer luc
klinkhammer 2009

Bridgewood Gardens

Emile & J. Deckert
2000

New hampshire hostas

Bill Meyer

bridgewood gardens

Olga Petryszyn 1998
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Bridgewood Gardens

Kirk Brill 1999

Bridgewood Gardens

Herb and Dolores
benedict 1990

Bridgewood Gardens

Kent Terpening/
Alttara Scheer 2005

Bridgewood Gardens

Bill & Eleanor
Lachman 1987

Ascherson 1838/
AHS 1993

Gales

Brian Skaggs
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Bridgewood

Russ O'Harra 1991

Bridgewood Gardens

Patricia Scolnik/Bob
Solberg 2002

Bridgewood Gardens

Paul Aden 1982

Minnie Klopping/
AHS 1986

home depot

Frances Williams/
Conny Williams
1986
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Bridgewood Gardens

Bob Solberg 2003

New hampshire hostas

Don dean 1999

ebay lakeed66

John Bond/Paul
Aden 1988

New hampshire hostas

Bob Solberg 1994
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Bridgewood Gardens

Jim Anderson 2003

Bridgewood Gardens

Eric B. Smith/BHHS
1988

Gales

Mildred Seaver
Paula Lehola Charly
Seaver 2012

Bridgewood Gardens

Winterberry Farms/
Jim Anderson 2003

Bridgewood Gardens

Neo Plants Ltd.
1991
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bridgewood

K. Watanabe/Ran
Lydell/AHS/Walek
2009

Bridgewood Gardens

Mildred Seaver/
Charly Seaver 2004

bridgewood

Gus & Alma Krossa
1980

Bridgewood Gardens

Mary Chastain 1988

bridgewood

John Machen 2000

Gert van Eijk-Bos/Clarence Falstad 1998
greensmith

Bill Vaughn 1991
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New hampshire hostas

Kevin Vaughn 1981

Bridgewood Gardens

Greg Johnson 2004

Bridgewood Gardens

Bill Brincka/Olga
Petryszyn 1991

ebay bentley gardens

John L. Machen
1994
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Bridgewood Gardens

Dan Heims/AHS/
Walek 2009

ebay bentley gardens

Walden West/C.
Purtymun 1999

Bridgewood Gardens

John Machen 1991

Bridgewood Gardens

Paul Hofer/Pete
Ruh 1987

Bridgewood Gardens

Chick Wasitis/
Bridgewood
Gardens 2013

Bridgewood Gardens

Rasmussen/Malloy
97)

Bridgewood Gardens

Mark Zilis/Bob
Solberg 1999
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greensmith

Hans Hansen 2007

Bridgewood Gardens,
nhhostas

Jerry Williams 1996

Bridgewood Gardens

Bridgewood
Gardens (shaw)

Bridgewood Gardens

Mildred Seaver 2001

Bridgewood

Roy Herold/AHS/
Walek 2009
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Kuk's

K. Watanabe 1996

Bridgewood Gardens

Chick Wasitis/
Bridgewood
Gardens 2000

Bridgewood Gardens

Bob Solberg 1997

bridgewood

Paul Aden 1986

bridgewood

Paul Aden 1986

NH hostas

Tony Avent 1995
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Greensmith

Hans Hansen 1999

bridgewood Gardens

C & R Thompson
1991

kuk's

Paul Aden 1980

Bridgewood Gardens

Paul Aden 1986

Bridgewood Gardens

Chick Wasitis/
Bridgewood
Gardens 2000

Bridgewood Gardens

Hans Hansen/Shady
Oaks Nursery 1999

Bridgewood Gardens

Hans Hansen/Shady
Oaks 2007
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Ebay

Gerard Heemskerk
2005

Puritas nursery

Jim & Jill Wilkins
1995

Bridgewood Gardens

Bob Balitewicz/Bill
Brinka 1999
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